About Us

Sony Crackers Kadai is a leading cracker wholesaler and manufacture, was established in the year 2005 in Sivakasi. Now we are having 5 branches in sivakasi, 1 branch at sattur and 15 outlets in Chennai during diwali. Success of our company is Quality products and Quick service makes a good relationship with our customers from 2005.

In addition to the conventional fireworks items like sparklers, chorsa crackers, flower pots, chakkars, roman candles, the company has an extraordinary outcome of more than 350 fancy aerial varieties. Serpent eggs, ring caps and confetti are the unique products of the company.
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SONY DISPLAY TEAM

Can Paint The Sky

6” Shell  5” Shell  4” Shell  3” Shell
Contact: SONY CRACKERS KADAI
SIVAKASI - 626 123.
Ph: (04562) 279456, 279457
Cell: 94432-33189, 97510 44883
E-mail: sonycrackerskadai@yahoo.com
Website: www.sonycrackerskadai.com